
INSTRUCTIONS TO AUTHORS 
Scope of the Journal 
Clay Minerals publishes research papers and notes about clays, clay minerals and natural allied substances. Aspects covered 
include: mineral analysis (techniques, chemistry and structure of clay minerals), physicochemical properties of clays 
{suspensions, adsorption, exchange reactions), geological and soil studies (mineralogical analysis and genesis of clay 
deposits, weathering), and applied clay mineralogy (industrial uses, technical applications). 

Notes are limited to 1000 words with essential figures and tables. Suitable contributions would be short research papers 
and significant comment on published work. Review articles, which are usually invited, are also published occasionally. 

Languages 
Papers are acceptable in any of the following languages: English, French, German or Spanish, but it is the policy of the 
journal to encourage authors to publish in English. All papers must include an abstract of not more than 150 words. Papers 
written in a language other than English must also include an additional abstract in English. Notes do not require an abstract. 

Address for scripts 
Authors resident in Belgium, France or Italy should send their scripts to DrH. Suquet, Laboratoire de Reactivitede Surface 
et Structure (easier 178), Universite P. et M. Curie, 4 place Jussieu, 75252 Paris Cedex 05, France. 

Authors resident in countries served by the Nordic Society for Clay Research or Germany should send their scripts to 
Professor U. Schwertmann, Institut fiir Bodenkunde, Technische Universitat Miinchen, 8050 Freising, Weihenstephan, 
Germany. 

Authors resident in Spain should send their scripts to Professor E. Galan. Dpto. Cristalografia, Mineralogia y Ouimica 
Agricola, Facultad de Ouimica, Apartado 553, Universidad de Sevilla, 41071 Sevilla, Spain. 

Authors resident in the United Kingdom or any country not covered above should send their scripts to Dr D. C. Bain, 
Macaulay Land Use Research Institute, Craigiebuckler, Aberdeen AB9 2QJ, UK. 

Preparation of scripts 
Manuscripts should be submitted in triplicate and should be typewritten, with double spacing throughout and margins of 
U in (4 cm) at the sides, top and foot of each page. Tables, figures, legends and the reference list should be on separate sheets 
of paper. The original should be typewritten on one side only, but the two photocopies should be two-sided. The full title of 
the article, a short title (up to 35 characters), the author's name and address, and the address to which proofs should be sent 
should be on a separate title page. Authors are asked to pay particular attention to the conventions used in Clay Minerals. 

Illustrations and tables 
Figures and tables should be kept to a minimum. Half-tone plates are only printed if essential and three sets of originals 
should be supplied (no photocopies). Line drawings should be in black ink on tracing film or white drawing paper; lettering 
and symbols should be of the 'press on' type rather than stencil. Normally, they should be no larger than 21 x 29-7 cm and 
their standard must be equivalent to a professional draughtsman's work. Unsatisfactory line drawings will be returned to 
authors for redraughting and this inevitably will result in a delay in publication of the paper. 

References 
References in the text should be in the form (Brindley & Sempels, 1977) or Brindley & Sempels (1977) whichever is 
applicable and should be listed alphabetically at the end of the article in the form: 
BRINDLEY G.W. & SEMPELS R.E. (1977) Preparation and properties of some hydroxy-aluminium beidellites. Clay Miner. 12, 

229-237. 

Numerical references in the text should not be used. Journal abbreviations given in the latest edition of the World List of 
Scientific Periodicals (Butterworth, London) should be used throughout. References to papers in Symposia should be given 
under the name of the author (together with the date) and in the bibliography the reference should appear as, e.g., 
MERING J. & OBERLIN A. (1971) The smectites. Pp. 193-229 in: The Electron Optical Investigations of Clays (J. A. Gard, 

editor). Mineralogical Society, London. 

References to books should be given similarly, preferably with a note of the relevant pages, e.g. 
YARIV S. & CROSS H. (1979). Geochemistry of Colloid Systems, pp. 313-318. Springer-Verlag, Berlin. 

Theses and restricted-access reports may be cited but full details are necessary, e.g. 
WHITTLE C.K. (1985) Analytical transmission electron microscopy of authigenic chlorites. PhD thesis, Univ. Sheffield, UK. 
BULLOCK P. & LOVELANDP.J. (1974) Mineralogical analyses. Pp. 57-69 in: Soil Survey Laboratory Methods (B. W. Avery & 

C. L. Bascomb, editors). Soil Survey Technical Monograph 6, Harpenden, UK, 

Offprints 
A published paper entitles the author to 25 free offprints but if it is a joint paper the maximum number of free offprints is 50. 

Copyright 
Copyright of all papers accepted shall be assigned to The Mineralogical Society before publication, except where Crown 
Copyright is reserved. 
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